Financial Hub to Growing Insurgence: By Asmatyari
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y-scraping illiquidity, bad governance, shooting corrup-
tion, and label. Drug addiction and trade serve the greatest fund-
ing source for insurgent’s activ-
ity in the village. Now, all the irrigated land is given over to
opium cultivation has increased the most
increase of 49 percent since 2012. Opium prices fell slightly, but
covering an area equivalent to the island nation of Mauritius.

Opium is a highly addictive drug that can lead to a
heart attack or a severe injury. The name “heroin” is usually
morphine. Heroin can be taken orally, by intravenous injection,
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perpetual deteriorated state of affairs can not be ruled out.
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lah had called on Pakistan to keep its promise to crack down on Islamic
terrorists and toppled the regime in 2001.

been able to provide necessary aid to displaced families.

return to their homes. Some other protesters accused the government of not
ment to act and clear the city from Taliban so that displaced families could
already volatile security situation of the country. The seizure of such a city
security officials declared at least 148 to be a serious threat to national secu-
rity.

in the battle-weary city of Kunduz. Conversely the desperate residents have
between insurgents and security forces that steadily pushed back insurgents
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struck a convoy of foreign troops in a busy part Juy-e-Shir area in the city
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By Muhammad Rasool Shah

The ongoing security situation also threatens US, and its allies and it is not late when a day will come when the US will be forced to return to their homes, almost all because of the US.

It is a very serious happening. In Greece the leaving Syriza, party which rejects the austerity enforced across the euro zone by itsunelected troika, not only won the power for the second time but it also showed how people have lost hope from those who are still trying to deceive them on the name of capitalism. Syriza may have stepped back from its one-time demand for unilateral debt cancel-
lation, its program to boost living standards in the wake of 1980’sstyle depression may be mocked, and mainstream votors across Europe who back a center-left direction. But Europe’s
governing elites will have none of it.
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We were faced with a very difficult situation. We will take all measures to save the country.
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sede its gains pushing large number of young blood to irrevers-

stricken country, nevertheless its magnitude of losses super-
production might bring handsome revenue for the poverty

The prevalent social evil, the drug production and addiction is

opium is not liable due its blatant use. Admittedly asserting, opium is not liable
deaf ear to its illegal sell. Many Afghans are taking drugs as

Earning a distinction in opium production, how can Afghans

of the society or a people of particular age group.
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